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Sammanfattning 
Kortvirkesmetoden är den dominerade avverkningsmetoden i Sverige och resten av Europa. 

Metoden baseras på två maskiner, en skördare och en skotare, där skotaren transporterar det 

kapade virket till en uppsamlingsplats för vidare transport med lastbil. För att minska 

helkroppsvibrationer vid arbete i hård och ojämn terrängen, är det önskvärt att skotaren kan 

förses med ett effektivt och hållbart fjädringssystem. En nedskalad skotare, baserad på 

fullskaleprototypen XT28, utvecklades vid ett examensarbete förra året. Skalmodellen saknade 

styrsystem. I detta projekt realiserades också en nedskalad prototyp av den standardiserade 

provbana för hård och ojämn terräng som tagits fram av Skogforsk. Ett aktivt styrsystem, med 

syftet att förbättra skalmodellens dynamisk prestanda i ojämn terräng, utvecklades också för 

skalmodellens pendelarmar.  Den valda reglerstrategin för rollvinkeln, baserades på fuzzi-logik. 

Skalningseffekterna undersöktes med Buckingham Pi, och dessa resultat användes för att förstå 

förhållandet mellan dynamiskt beteende hos skalprototypen och fullskaleprototypen. 

 

Under testet, registrerades pitch- och rollvinklarna, med en maximal vinkel på 8 grader. Vid 

provet framfördes skotaren med hastigheten 0,06 m/s.  På grund av vibrationerna var det svårt att 

samla in analyserbara data för styrsystemet. Från testet, är det klart att styrsystemet kunde arbeta 

som tänkt, men dess förmåga var begränsad på grund av skalmodellens långsamma elektriska 

ställdonen. Analys av de verkliga hydrauliska ställdonen i fullskaleprototypen indikerar att 

styrsystemet skulle fungera betydligt bättre för den verkliga skotaren. 

 

Nyckelord: Nedskalat fordon, pendelarmsfjädring, ojämn mark, provning 
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Abstract 
Cut-To-Length (CTL) logging is the dominating logging method in many parts of the world. 

CTL logging requires a forwarder for the logs from the felling area to a landing area. Due to the 

harsh off-road working conditions, a well performed suspension system is necessary for the 

forwarder. A down-scaled forwarder prototype of the full-scale XT28 prototype was developed 

last year but without any control system. In this project, the forwarder was conducted to the 

Skogforsk standard rough ground test and development and implementation of a control system 

was chosen as a refinement task. Structure refinement was also achieved for the improvement of 

the dynamic behavior. Within the project, the down-scaled version of standard test track was 

realized as well. The control system with fuzzy logic control strategy was implemented to 

control the pitch and roll angle when passing the bumps on the track. The scaling effect was 

investigated with the Buckingham Pi Theorem and utilized to understand the relation between 

the dynamic behavior of the down-scaled prototype and the full-scale forwarder.  

 

During the test, the pitch and roll angle history were collected with a maximum angle of 8 

degrees when the forwarder was moving with a speed of 0.06m/s. The test with the control 

system was recorded but due to the vibration it was hard to collect data in this circumstance. 

From the test, it is clear that the control system was able to work but its ability was limited 

owing to the slow reaction speed of the linear actuator. With the analysis of the real hydraulic 

actuator, it was implied that a better performance could be achieved if this control system was 

implemented on the full-scale forwarder.    

 

Keywords: Scaled vehicle, pendulum arm suspension, rough ground test
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NOMENCLATURE 

Here are the Notations and Abbreviations that are used in this Master thesis.  

 

 

Notations 

Symbol Description 

𝑚 Mass of the forwarder prototype [kg] 

𝑅 Radius of the wheels [m] 

𝑇 Time of test [s] 

𝐿 The length of the forwarder prototype [m] 

𝑈 The velocity of the forwarder prototype [m/s] 

𝑎𝑧 The vertical acceleration of the forwarder prototype [m/s
2
] 

𝑈𝑝 The pushing speed of linear actuator [m/s] 

𝜃𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ The angle in pitch direction [radians] 

𝜃𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑙 The angle in pitch direction [radians] 

𝜌 The density of the material [kg/m
3
] 

𝐼𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ The moment inertia in pitch direction [kgm
2
] 

𝐼𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑙 The moment inertia in roll direction [kgm
2
] 

 

Abbreviations 

CAD Computer Aided Design 

CNC Computer Numerical Control  

FEA Finite Element Analysis 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter presents the background, the purpose, the delimitations and the methods used in the 

project to present a comprehensive understanding. 

 

1.1 Background 

Cut-to-length (CTL) logging, a fully mechanized harvesting technology, consists of a harvester 

and a forwarder. The harvester performs cutting, delimbing, bucking, and piling while the 

forwarder transports the logs to the landing [Wang et al, 2005]. The application of this 

technology has already been years and almost 100% of all logging in Sweden and Finland is 

carried out by CTL systems [Gellerstedt and Dahlin, 1999]. The CTL systems are more eco-

friendly and significantly reduce the soil disturbance, compaction, and erosion by leaving the 

wood residues on the travel path [Talbot et al, 2003]. Less residual stand damage by transporting 

the logs instead of dragging the trees is another advantage of CTL technology [LeDoux, and 

Huyler, 2001]. The forwarder shown in Figure 1 was from Norder and Sandegård [2015]. 

 

 

Figure 1. Komatsu 855.1 forwarder 

 

The forestry research institute of Sweden, Skogforsk, have developed a novel forwarder 

prototype in full scaled which is called XT28. Hydraulic pendulum arm suspension applied on 

each wheel is chosen for this prototype [Norder and Sandegård, 2015]. The basic structure is 

shown in Figure 2. The pendulum arm is mounted and hinged to the frame on the right side, 

indicated by number 1. At number 2, the wheel is mounted to the pendulum arm, and this allows 

the wheel to move in an arc around the attachment point of the arm. This motion is then 

controlled by a hydraulic actuator 3. 
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Figure 2. Pendulum arm suspension 

Due to the fact that the full-scale vehicle test is prohibitively expensive to most situations, the 

scaled vehicle prototypes have been widely utilized in vehicle development [Brennan, 1999]. It is 

desirable to predict the dynamic property of the full scale vehicle with the dynamic test data of 

the down-scaled prototype. Based on this methodology, a down-scaled prototype of the novel 

forwarder XT28 was realized previously, but the suspension can only be controlled manually as 

shown in Figure 3, i.e. it was neither active nor passive. 

 

 

Figure 3. The down-scaled forwarder 

In addition, the real forwarder has both passive suspension and active suspension according to 

Skogforsk, while the down-scaled prototype is only prepared for active suspension. The 

performance of the down scaled forwarder with no doubt is different to the real one. Therefore 

the main focus of the control system is to keep the frame level instead of damping vibrations. 

1.2 Purpose 

The utilization of the down-scaled prototype is a practical, relatively easy and less costly method 

for the evaluation of different design concepts and principles [Vasudev and Bhandari, 2012]. The 

aim of the project, “Test and refinement of a down-scaled actively suspension forwarder”, is to 
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test and evaluate the function of the down-scaled XT28 forwarder prototype with the standard 

rough ground test and implement the refinement of the prototype to fix the possible failure of the 

original design, as well as make a better demonstration of the performance of the real XT28 

forwarder. Within the project, the participants decided to perform a Skogforsk standard rough 

ground test with the collection and analysis of the test data and refine the forwarder prototype 

with structure refinement and implementation of a control system. Within this project, a down-

scaled replica of the Skogforsk standard hard ground test track should be realized.  

 

The content of this report is a part of the project and the purpose of the report is to present the 

total product development process of manufacturing the down-scaled test track, and the result of 

the Skogforsk standard rough ground test on a down-scaled forwarder prototype of XT28 with 

the collection and analysis of test data as well as the structure refinement. The scaling effect was 

also a part in the report to evaluate the function of the down-scaled forwarder.  

 

1.3 Delimitations 

Since the development and implementation of a control system was chosen as a refinement of the 

forwarder prototype, the performance of the control system was tested within the project. In this 

case, the result of the test when the forwarder was with or without the control system were both 

presented in the report. But only a brief introduction of the control system would be included in 

this report and the detailed information of the control system was not involved in the report. 

  

For the result of the test, the result would not include the vertical acceleration even though the 

standard test requires the vertical acceleration as a criterion. As mentioned in Background, the 

function of the control system is to keep the frame level and within the control system the 

acceleration is not the key parameter to control the suspension system which means outputting 

the acceleration is meaningless.  

1.4 Method 

In this part, the method used to address the problem is presented. To begin with the project, a 

succinct pre-study report of the project plan was made to define the research question and 

investigation area so the scope and delimitations can be stated.  

 

After the research question and investigation area were defined, the frame of reference with a 

plentiful and comprehensive literature review was accomplished to profoundly understand the 

knowledge related to the research question. The requirement specification was conduct to 

achieve the definition and quantification for the needs of end user, based on the report of project 

plan. 

 

With the help of the requirement specification, the detailed design stage was started. Modeling of 

both the down-scaled replica of the Skogforsk standard hard ground test track and the control 

strategy for the active suspension system were achieved within this stage. To model the test 

track, the CAD software Solid Edge was used with all dimensions and geometric requirement in 

both 3D and 2D drawings. The finite element analysis (FEA) software Ansys was involved for 

the verification of the equivalent stresses and possible deformation of the designed elements. 

What’s more, the chosen control strategy was modeled in SimuLink and the possible dynamic 

behavior of the down scaled forwarder during the test was simulated in the SimMechanics with 

the application of the control system. 
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The down-scaled replica of the Skogforsk standard hard ground test track was manufactured 

after all the technical drawings were approved. For the control system, the required electric 

devices were purchased and the sensors and controllers were programmed to realize the designed 

function after the shipment. Mounting all the electric devices were also the part of this project 

while it was the last assignment to finish before the test. 

 

The first step of the test was to verify whether the simulation model was correct. Therefore, the 

down-scaled forwarder without control strategy was driven on the test track and the data was 

collected to be compared with the simulation results. Then, if the simulation model was enough 

acceptable, the control method would be applied on the prototype to test on the test track. Data 

collection was conducted during the test and the analysis of the data was performed to judge the 

feasibility of the control strategy. Structure refinement would be also accomplished if the defect 

of the structure was detected. 
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2 FRAME OF REFERENCE 

The reference frame is a summary of the existing knowledge and former performed research on 

the subject. In this chapter a summary of the existing knowledge about the XT28, basic scaling 

theory, the Buckingham Pi Theorem, will be presented. 

 

2.1 About XT28 
 

Skogforsk and eXtractor have developed a new designed forwarder prototype called XT28. The 

external appearance of XT28 is shown in Figure 3. The main frame of the prototype is assembled 

with three parts and two center joints connect them which can only allow yaw motion [Norder 

and Sandegård, 2015]. The developer of XT28 chose hydraulic hub motors for the prototype to 

move, which are driven by a diesel motor powered hydraulic transmission system.  

 

 

Figure 4. XT28 

 

2.2 Basic scaling theory 
 

To get geometric similarity, there are some basic scaling laws that need to be followed. First the 

scaling laws are the proportional relation between the full scale object and the scaled one with 

their length scale [Ghosh, 2011]. Jaschinski et al. [1999] stated that the scaling factor for length 

and time, respectively, should be defined as  

  

 𝜑𝑙 =
𝑙1
𝑙0

 (1) 

 

where 𝑙0 is the length of the full scale object and  𝑙1 is the length of the down scaled prototype.  
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 𝜑𝑡 =
𝑡1
𝑡0

 (2) 

 

where 𝑡0 is the time constant of the full scale object and  𝑡1 is the time constant of the down-

scaled prototype.  

And according to [Jaschinski et al.,1999], the scaling factors of cross section𝜑𝐴, volume𝜑𝑉 , 

velocity𝜑𝑈, and acceleration𝜑𝑎 are shown below. 

 

 𝜑𝐴 = 𝜑𝑙
2 (3) 

 

 𝜑𝑉 = 𝜑𝑙
3 (4) 

 

 𝜑𝑈 =
𝜑𝑙
𝜑𝑡

 (5) 

 

 𝜑𝑎 =
𝜑𝑙
𝜑𝑡2

 (6) 

 

The density scaling factor is defined in the same way, 

 

 𝜑𝜌 =
𝜌1
𝜌0

 (7) 

 

where 𝜌1 is the density of full scale object and 𝜌0 is the density of the down scaled prototype. 

Based on this equation, the scaling factor of mass𝜑𝑚  and the scaling factor of moment of 

inertia𝜑𝐼 were defined as follows. 

 𝜑𝑚 = 𝜑𝜌 ∙ 𝜑𝑙
3 (8) 

 

 𝜑𝐼 = 𝜑𝑚 ∙ 𝜑𝑙
2 (9) 

 

2.3 Similitude 
 

One of the main applications of similitude is in the manufacturing industry to test prototypes. It 

is also the primary theory behind many textbook formulas in fluid mechanics to test fluid flow 

conditions [Cengel and Cimbala, 2013]. There are three kinds of similitude model presented by 

Cengel and Cimbala [2013], and these kinds are shown below. 

 

 Geometric similarity means the model and the full scale have the same shape and all 

linear dimensions are with the same ratio. 

 Kinematic similarity means the models will have geometrically similar motions in scaled 

model and full scale. 

 Dynamic similarity means geometric similarity and the ratios between different forces in 

full scale must be the same in model scale. 

 

There is also a hint that if geometric similarity and dynamic similarity can be both satisfied, 

kinematic similarity will be fulfilled as well. 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Formula
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fluid_mechanics
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fluid_flow
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2.4 Dimensional Analysis & the Buckingham Pi Theorem 
 

A dimension is a measure of a physical quantity without numerical values. There are seven 

primary dimensions (also called fundamental or basic dimensions): mass, length, time, 

temperature, electric current, amount of light, and amount of matter, and all non-primary 

dimensions can be formed by some combination of the seven primary dimensions [Cengel and 

Cimbala, 2013]. 

 

2.4.1 Buckingham Pi Theorem 
 

Scaled vehicles have already been studying for a long time, in which the Buckingham Pi 

Theorem is the foundation of all that research [Verma et al, 2008]. Buckingham Pi Theorem 

states that for a physical system with n physical parameters, if there are i fundamental 

parameters, the whole system can be described with k dimensionless groups, where k is equal to 

n minus i. The mathematical relation is presented below. 

For a system that has n physical parameters, the equation is written    

 

 𝐹(𝑄1,  𝑄2…  𝑄𝑛) = 0 (10) 

 

If there are k fundamental parameters, there must be an equation that can be written 

 

 𝜓(Π1, Π2… Π𝑖) = 0 (11) 

 

where 𝑖 = 𝑛 − 𝑘. 

 

Furthermore, if [𝑄1], [𝑄2] … [𝑄𝑘] are k of the n units which were utilized as fundamental units, 

the i equations may be written  

 

 

{
 
 

 
 [Π1] = [𝑄1

𝛼1𝑄2
𝛽1…𝑄𝑘

𝜅1𝑃1] = [ɪ]

[Π2] = [𝑄1
𝛼2𝑄2

𝛽2…𝑄𝑘
𝜅2𝑃2] = [ɪ]

……
[Π𝑖] = [𝑄1

𝛼𝑖𝑄2
𝛽𝑖 …𝑄𝑘

𝜅𝑖𝑃𝑖] = [ɪ] }
 
 

 
 

 (12) 

 

In addition, Buckingham [1914] states that if within system  𝑆 , there are a number of 

dimensionless quantities Π  and 𝑆  it can be transformed into another system 𝑆′  which has 

dimensionless quantities Π′ . If the relations between Π′  within 𝑆′  is of the same form as the 

relations about Π in  , then  the two system are physically similar.  

 

For system 𝑆, 

 𝜓(Π1, Π2… Π𝑖) = 0 (13) 

For system 𝑆′, 

 𝜓′(Π1
′, Π2

′…Π𝑖
′) = 0 (14) 
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If  

 {

Π1 = Π1
′

Π2 = Π2
′

…
Π𝑖 = Π𝑖

′

} (15) 

 

Then system 𝑆′ is dynamically similar to system 𝑆. 

 

The most famous example of the application of the Buckingham Pi Theorem is to predict a 

simple pendulum. The assumption in this example is that the air resistance cannot affect the 

dynamic property of the pendulum. There are five physical parameters in the system, the 

mass 𝑚, the length of the rope 𝑙, the time 𝑡, the swing angle 𝜃 and the acceleration 𝑔 due to the 

gravity. There are three basic quantities in the system, the mass 𝑚, the time 𝑡, and the length 𝑙. 

So, another two parameters can be transformed into two dimensionless groups by these three 

variables. The first dimensionless group is the angle 𝜃  since it is originally a dimensionless 

parameter, so 

 

 Π1 = 𝜃 (16) 

 

The second dimensionless group is 

 Π2 =
𝑔𝑇2

𝑙
 (17) 

There must be an equation that 

 𝜓(Π1, Π2) = 0 (18) 

What’s more, if another single pendulum wants to be dynamically similar to this one, according 

to the Buckingham Pi Theorem, Π1and Π2  should be the same, which means the following 

equation should be fulfilled. 

 

 Π1 = Π1
′ ⇒ 𝜃 = 𝜃′ (19) 

 Π2 = Π2
′ ⇒

𝑔𝑇2

𝑙
=
𝑔𝑇′

2

𝑙′
 (20) 

 

2.4.2 Incomplete similarity 
 

Researchers sometimes find that during the dimensional analysis, matching one pi group will let 

another group mismatch. Fortunately, in some cases of incomplete similarity, we are still able to 

extrapolate model test data to obtain reasonable full-scale predictions [Cengel and Cimbala, 

2013].  Or, it is possible to change one of the Pi group to match another [Brennan, 1999]. The 

first example is Reynolds number independence, which Cengel and Cimbala [2013] mentioned 

in their textbook Fluid Mechanics Fundamentals and Applications. During wind tunnel test of a 

car, the drag coefficient won’t change if Reynold is above some threshold value. So even though 

the result from Reynold number may differ from the one from Froude number, the research can 

just ignore the result from Reynold number and extrapolate to prototype Reynolds numbers that 

are beyond test results. Another example is testing a down-scaled ship in a water tank, when the 

result from Reynold number differs from the one from Froude number. The common way to 
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solve this problem in ship design is to make small change on the surface of the scaled ship to 

increase the Froude number intentionally [Brennan, 1999].  

 

 

2.5 Hydraulic cylinder and electric actuator 
 

This part of the report is to present some basic knowledge about hydraulic cylinders and electric 

actuators. 

 

2.5.1 Hydraulic cylinder 
 

A hydraulic cylinder actuator converts the hydraulic power into mechanical power with the 

performance of rectilinear motion. The input pressure from pumped oil is converted into a linear 

force applying on the piston inside the cylinder, shown in Figure 5. The equations below present 

the relations about the steady-state motion of a frictionless leakage-free hydraulic cylinder 

[Rabie, 2009]. 

 

 𝐹 = 𝑃1𝐴𝑝 − 𝑃2𝐴𝑟 (21) 

And 

 𝑣 =
𝑄1
𝐴𝑝

=
𝑄2
𝐴𝑟

 (22) 

 

 

Figure 5. The sketch of hydraulic cylinder 

The pros & cons of the hydraulic cylinder are rather clear. According to Gonzalez [2015], 

hydraulic actuators are suited for high-force situations and high power-to-weight ratio are parts 

of its advantages. Another advantage can be concluded as that a hydraulic actuator outputs 

constant force or torque without the pump supplying more fluid or pressure and devices like 

pumps and motors can be located a considerable distance with minimal loss of power. What’s 

more, the pushing speed of the piston can be changed by flow which is easy to control. 

 

However, the disadvantages were clarified by Gonzalez [2015] as well. Hydraulic systems will 

always leak fluid which leads to less efficiency while the hydraulic actuators need many 

companion parts which makes the linear motion system too large and hard to mount. 

 
2.5.2 Electrical Actuator 
 

The structure of electric linear actuator is shown in Figure 6. The motor rotates when the electric 

power is supplied and drive the rotation of the gearbox. The screw is driven by the gearbox and 

generates a linear force on the stroke. 
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There are several merits of the electric actuator according to Gonzalez [2015]. The first is that it 

offers the highest precision-control position. Less noise and complete control of more profiles 

are also a part of its advantages. The disadvantage can be the cost of the actuator, and it is not 

suitable for all environment circumstances and the pushing speed cannot be changed since the 

rotation speed and gear ratio are fixed for a certain actuator.  

 

 

Figure 6. Electric linear actuator 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.6 Passive suspension, active suspension and semi-active 
suspension 

 
The duty of suspension system in the vehicle is to bear the vehicle weight, to cut off the vehicle 

body from road disturbances and to keep the traction force between the wheels and the road for 

creating a better working environment for both the driver and the vehicle itself [Rijumon K et al, 

2013]. There are three kinds of suspension system, the passive, the semi-active and the active 

suspension 

 

2.6.1 Passive suspension 
 

A passive suspension consists of a spring and a damper. It is the most common suspension 

method. According to Alexandru C. and Alexandru P. [2011], passive suspensions have inherent 

limitations as a consequence of the choice of elastic and damping characteristics to ensure an 

acceptable performance for the entire working period. The passive suspension handle the small 

vibrations well but the shock when passing big bumps cannot be absorbed. The simplified 

structure of passive suspension is shown in Figure 7. 
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Figure 7. Passive suspension  

2.6.2 Semi-active suspension and active suspension 
 

The intelligent suspension, which is shown in Figure 8, was developed due to the need to obtain 

a compromise between the conflicting requirements among different vibrations modes of a 

vehicle. The intelligence was determined by a controller which can receive data from the sensor 

on the vehicle, analyze the road situation, and adjust the suspension system to reduce the shock 

and vibration [Alexandru and Alexandru, 2011].  

 

 

Figure 8. Intelligent suspension  

There are two methods of the application intelligent suspension. The first method is the semi-

active suspension in Figure 9 by changing the variable of damper while the second one is the 

active suspension in Figure 10, which is to apply a counter force within the system. 

 

 

Figure 9. Semi-active suspension 
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Figure 10. Active suspension 
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3 IMPLEMENTATION 

In this chapter the implementation process is described. The total design process, the 

manufacturing process of the test track and the verification of dynamic similarity are presented 

in this chapter. 

 

3.1 Implementation of test track 
 
According to Skogforsk [2007], whole body vibrations is the most important parameter during 

forwarder operation. To compare the vibration conditions of each vehicls, and to test whether the 

vehicle fulfills the technical requirements, a standardized test track was developed to measure 

vibrations. Skogforsk developed this track in collaboration with Hultdins AB, a Swedish 

company, and tested it over two years [Skogforsk, 2007].  Figure 4 shows a forwarder running 

on the track during a test, while in Figure 5, there is a model used to simulate the same test. 

 

 

Figure 11. The test track with a forwarder 

 

Figure 12. A forwarder simulation model with the test track 
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3.1.1 Requirements specification 

 
Requirements were set up after the literature review and a preliminary investigation. The initial 

requirements are included in the list of requirements as well. For the system requirements, see 

Table 1. 

 
 

Table 1 

Requirement for test track 

Low mass 

Low cost 

Easy to manufacture 

Enough strength 

Less time consumption 

High modularity 

Few components 

Assemble simplicity 

 

 

3.1.2 Concept generation 
 

Since the main function of the test track is to enable standardized vibration tests, the height of 

each bump should be restrained and only transformed by the scaling factor of length. Based on 

this concern, several concepts for bump design were accomplished. In addition to the bumps, the 

assembly method for bumps was needed to be designed as well. After the presentation of the 

bump design, the possible assembly methods are shown below. 

 

3.1.2.1 Bump design concepts 

 
Three concepts for bump design are shown in this section. The design idea and the pros & cons 

of the concept are presented as well. 

 

 Concept 1 

 
The first concept is a direct replica of the bump on the standard test track which consists of four 

steel plates. The needed manufacturing processes are waterjet, welding and bending. The CAD 

model of this concept is shown in Figure 13. 
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Figure 13. Bump concept 1 

 
There are several disadvantages of concept 1. One of them is that it consists of four plates which 

means that for the whole test track 84 steel plates are required to be made, and the manufacturing 

period will be too long. What’s more, the welding process will take time as well and also 

increase the inconvenience of assembly.  

 

 Concept 2 

 
The second concept, which is shown in Figure 14, is made of wood. The wood bumps will need 

milling and drilling to fulfill the requirement of shape. It is only one piece of wood with four 

holes which is easy to manufacture.  

 

 

Figure 14. Bump concept 2 

 

The defect of this concept is that the track will be heavy and hard to move since there will be 21 

bumps on the track. Another concern is that the wood material in this size may not be easy to get 

within Machine Design Workshop. 

 

 Concept 3 

 
The third concept is made of aluminum, and it is just a bended plated with four holes. Due to the 

material, the mass of this concept is not heavy, while the simple structure means fast 

manufacturing and easy assembly. Furthermore, the aluminum plate is easy to acquire in 

Machine Design Workshop. The CAD model of this concept is shown in Figure 15. 
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Figure 15. Bump concept 3 

 
The only possible defect of this concept is that whether the bump with such simple structure can 

hold the down-scaled forwarder without deformation. In this case, further finite element analysis 

(FEA) should be conducted to observe the possible deformation under simulation. 

 

 

 

3.1.2.2 Concepts for mounting methods 

 
Three concepts for bump design are shown in this section while the design idea and the pros & 

cons of each concept are presented as well. 

 

 Concept 1 
 

The first concept is the replica of Skogforsk standard test track which consists of plenty of steel 

beams. To accomplish this concept, more than 50 steel beams should be made, and every time of 

test, the test track should be assembled together. Apparently the inconvenience of the test is 

increased if the track needs to be assembled and disassembled every time. The CAD model of 

this concept is shown in Figure 16. 

 

 

Figure 16. Concept 1 of mounting method 
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 Concept 2 

 
The second concept is made up of wood plates and steel beams. Since there are three main parts 

of the test track, these three tracks will utilize wood plates as mounting platform. The distance 

among these tracks will be controlled by steel beam. The CAD model of this concept is shown in 

Figure 17. 

 

 

Figure 17. Concept 2 of mounting method 

 

The merits of this concept is that the three main parts can be assembled in advance, so every test 

can just mount steel beam, which is convenient. The possible concern is that the required steel 

beam is too long and may be not found in the Workshop and purchase and shiping will take time. 

 

 Concept 3 
 

This concept is based on the aluminum bump concept. It is available to utilize wood plates all the 

time so the function of steel beam to control position in Concept 2 can be replaced by wood 

plates. Between each plate, there are L-beams to fix them. What’s more, since the thickness of 

wood plates are not to be ignored, two plates will be mounted at the front and rear position to 

compensate the influence. The CAD model of this concept is shown in Figure 18. 
 

 

Figure 18. Concept 3 of mounting method 

The wood plates can be water-cut, which is so fast, while L-beam is the standard element and 

there is enough storage in the Machine Design Workshop. All these merits can shorten the total 

manufacturing and assembly time significantly.  
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3.1.3 Concept evaluation 

 

 For the bump 
 

After the concept generation, a Pugh Matrix was used for the concept evaluation. Pugh matrix is 

a method for concept evaluation especially for the circumstance that there are several criteria 

[Burge 2009]. The criteria of the matrix were derived from the requirements specification of the 

product, while a weight was distributed according to the importance of each criterion. The Pugh 

matrix of bump concepts is shown in Table 2. 

Table 2 

Concept 

criteria 
Weight Concept 1 Concept 2 Concept 3 

Low mass 3 3 4 5 

Low cost 3 3 5 4 

Easy to 

manufacture 
5 3 4 5 

Enough Strength 5 5 5 5 

Less time 

consumption 
5 3 4 5 

High modularity 4 3 4 5 

Few components 5 2 5 5 

Assembly 

simplicity 
5 3 5 5 

Total  110 158 173 

 

According to Table 2, the concept 3 of the bump design has the highest score in the evaluation 

which means concept 3 is chosen for the further design process. 

 

 For the mounting method 
 

A Pugh matrix was used as evaluation method to find the most suitable concept for the three 

mounting method concepts. The criteria in the Pugh matrix are derived from the requirements 

specification of the product. The Pugh matrix is shown in Table 3. 

 

Table 3 

Concept 

criteria 
Weight Concept 1 Concept 2 Concept 3 

Low mass 3 3 5 4 

Low cost 3 4 5 5 

Easy to 

manufacture 
5 3 4 5 

Enough Strength 5 5 5 5 

Less time 

consumption 
5 3 5 5 

High modularity 4 3 5 5 

Few components 5 2 5 5 

Assembly 

simplicity 
5 3 4 5 

Total  88 140 147 
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According to Table 3, concept 3 of the mounting concept was the most suitable concept for the 

project, which means concept 3 is chosen for the mounting method. 

 

Consequently, in this case, the third concept of the bump concept and the third concept of the 

mounting method were chosen for further development.  

 

 

3.1.4 Detailed design for chosen concept 
 

3.1.4.1 FEA for aluminum bumps 
 

Due to the concern that the aluminum plate may be not be able to hold the vehicle during the 

test, a finite element analysis was accomplished to verify the feasibility. There are three kind of 

bump shapes and the three force application circumstances in which the force is applied on the 

front face, on the rear face, and from the vertical direction. Consequently, nine analyses were 

conducted to simulate the equivalent stresses and possible deformations.   

 

All finite element analyses were done under the circumstance that there were cylinder supports 

on four holes and forces applied on the different surfaces. The applied force is described below. 

The common needed force is: 

 

42 × 9,8 ÷ 6 = 68,6𝑁 
 

But the worst situation is that only three wheels are on the track which means: 

 

42 × 9,8 ÷ 3 = 137,2𝑁 
 

So during the FEA simulation, the applied force is overshoot as 150𝑁. 

 

 FEA for bump 1 
 

The first situation is when the force is applied on the front surface. The possible deformation, 

which is shown in Figure 19, is 0,366 mm. The equivalent stress analysis is shown in Figure 20, 

in which the maximum stress is 76,672 𝑀𝑃𝑎. Apparently, the deformation is so small that it can 

be ignored and the stress is endurable since the yield strength is 276 𝑀𝑃𝑎 [ASM, 2016]. 

 

 

Figure 19. Deformation of bump 1 with front force 
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Figure 20. Equivalent stress of bump 1 with front force 

 

The second situation is when the force applied on the rear surface. The possible deformation, 

which is shown in Figure 21, is 0,179 mm. The equivalent stress analysis is shown in Figure 22, 

in which the maximum stress is 62,727 𝑀𝑃𝑎. Finally, the deformation is so small that can be 

ignored and the stress is endurable based on the yield strength of aluminum.  

 

 

Figure 21. Deformation of bump 1 with rear force 

 

 

Figure 22. Equivalent stress of bump 1 with rear force 
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The third situation is when the force is applied in the vertical direction. The possible 

deformation, which is shown in Figure 23, is 0,019 mm. The equivalent stress analysis is shown 

in Figure 24, in which the maximum stress is 22,111 𝑀𝑃𝑎. Obviously, the deformation is so 

small that can be ignored and the stress is endurable based on the yield strength of aluminum.  

 

 

Figure 23. Deformation of bump 1 with vertical force 

 

Figure 24. Equivalent stress of bump 1 with vertical force 

 FEA for bump 2 
 

The first situation is when the force is applied on the front surface. The possible deformation, 

which is shown in Figure 25, is 0,323 mm. The equivalent stress analysis is shown in Figure 26, 

in which the maximum stress is 71,03 𝑀𝑃𝑎. Apparently, the deformation is so small that can be 

ignored and the stress is endurable based on the yield strength of aluminum. 
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Figure 25. Deformation of bump 2 with front force 

 

Figure 26. Equivalent stress of bump 2 with front force 

The second situation is when the force applied on the rear surface. The possible deformation, 

which is shown in Figure 27, is 0,123 mm. The equivalent stress analysis is shown in Figure 28, 

in which the maximum stress is 45,336 𝑀𝑃𝑎. Obviously, the deformation is so small that can be 

ignored and the stress is endurable based on the yield strength of aluminum.  

 

 

Figure 27. Deformation of bump 2 with rear force 
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Figure 28. Equivalent stress of bump 2 with rear force 

The third situation is when the force is applied in the vertical direction. The possible 

deformation, which is shown in Figure 29, is 0,009 mm. The equivalent stress analysis is shown 

in Figure 30, in which the maximum stress is15,681 𝑀𝑃𝑎. Apparently, the deformation is so 

small that can be ignored and the stress is endurable based on the yield strength of aluminum.  

 

 

Figure 29. Deformation of bump 2 with vertical force 

 

Figure 30. Equivalent stress of bump 2 with vertical force 

 

 FEA for bump 3 
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The first situation is when the force is applied on the front surface. The possible deformation, 

which is shown in Figure 31, is 0,341 mm. The equivalent stress analysis is shown in Figure 32, 

in which the maximum stress is 85,15 𝑀𝑃𝑎. Apparently, the deformation is so small that can be 

ignored and the stress is endurable based on the yield strength of aluminum. 

 

 

Figure 31. Deformation of bump 3 with front force 

 

 

Figure 32. Equivalent stress of bump 3 with front force 

The second situation is when the force applied on the rear surface. The possible deformation is 

shown in Figure 33, in which the possible deformation is  0,176 mm. The equivalent stress 

analysis is shown in Figure 34, in which the maximum stress is 83,193 𝑀𝑃𝑎. Apparently, the 

deformation is so small that can be ignored and the stress is endurable based on the yield strength 

of aluminum.  
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Figure 33. Deformation of bump 3 with rear force

 

Figure 34. Equivalent stress of bump 3 with rear force 

The third situation is when the force ais pplied from the vertical direction. The possible 

deformation, which is shown in Figure 35, is 0,0047 mm. The equivalent stress analysis is 

shown in Figure 36, in which the maximum stress is 21,159 𝑀𝑃𝑎. Apparently, the deformation 

is so small that can be ignored and the stress is endurable based on the yield strength of 

aluminum.  

 

 

Figure 35. Deformation of bump 3 with vertical force 
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Figure 36. Equivalent stress of bump 3 with vertical force 

 

After all the finite element analyses, the result is that all bumps can endure all the force 

application circumstances, which means these bumps would be well-functioned during the test.  

 

3.1.5 Final design of test track  
 

Since the bump designs had already been verified, the final design was accomplished in Solid 

Edge. The assembly of the test track, rendered by Keyshot, is shown in Figure 37. 

 

 

Figure 37. The simulation of final design 

 

With the achievement of the final design, the design of the test track was finished and the 

following process of creating the test track was manufacturing and assembly, which are 

presented in the next section. 
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3.2 Manufacturing of test track 
 

This section of the report mainly focuses on the manufacturing and assembly of the test track. 

 

3.3.1 Bump production 
 

The manufacturing processes are mainly concerned about material and processing method. For 

the bumps, aluminum was chosen as the material because of its low density and high yield 

strength. From the original aluminum plate, the required size of the plate was cut off and bended 

to the needed shape. A set of mold was made to help the technician bend the plates to the 

required shape. Then holes were drilled on the bump for mounting. A picture of three kind of 

bumps is shown in Figure 38. 

 

 

Figure 38. Bumps 

 

3.3.2 Wood plate 
 

A wood plate is the platform for mounting the bumps and it maintains the proper distance 

between each main part. Considering the large size of the wood plate, waterjet was the chosen 

process method for manufacturing all the wood plate. One of the wood plates is shown in Figure 

39. With the help of computer numerical control (CNC) software, the edges of the elements were 

analyzed and as an illustration to cut on the material. 
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Figure 39. The wood plate 

 

3.3.3 L-beam  
 

An L-beam is made of aluminum was used for connecting two wood plates together. 

Symmetrical design was used to avoid the mirror-image relation which can reduce 

inconvenience. The right angle of the L-beam can also adjust the horizontal relation between 

each plate, helping control the related positon and assembly. The accomplished L-beam is shown 

below. 

 

 

Figure 40. L-beam 

 

3.3.4 Assembly 
 

To assemble the whole test track, 𝑀4 screws and nuts were utilized. As mentioned above, the 

three main parts were already assembled after manufacturing and would just be connected with 
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other wood plates during the test preparation. As an illustration, one of the three main parts is 

shown in Figure 41. 

 

 

Figure 41. Assembly 
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3.4 Brief introduction of control system design 
 
Within the project, a simulation model was created in SimMechanics with the purpose to test 

different control strategies. During the design process, PID control and Fuzzy logic control were 

both chosen for the control system, and these two strategies were independently implemented in 

the simulation model with the purpose to determine which to choose for this project. The result 

of pitch and roll changes with these two methods are shown in Figure 42 and Figure 43. 

 

 

Figure 42. The pitch angle results 

 

 

Figure 43. The roll angle results 

According to the figures above, these is no doubt that both control strategies significantly can 

reduce the angle change in pitch and roll directions. What’s more, Fuzzy logic control 

outperforms PID control in this case and Fuzzy logic control was consequently chosen as the 

ultimate control strategy for the down-scaled forwarder prototype. 
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3.3 Verification of dynamical similarity 
 

The down-scaled forwarder was manufactured last year, with a great similarity of geometric 

characteristics. But due to the industrial concern to make this prototype meaningful, the 

prototype forwarder should be dynamically similar to the full scale forwarder. However, it is not 

clarified whether the present down-scaled forwarder is dynamically similar to the real. So, in the 

project, the method is to create a dynamically similar full-scale forwarder based on the down-

scaled one and make comparisons between the created forwarder and the real one. The 

Buckingham Pi Theorem was utilized in the verification. 

 

An illustration was done by Verma et al [2008] about how to apply the Buckingham Pi Theorem. 

The first step is to conduct a dimensional analysis of the system. For the dimensional analysis, 

mass, length, and time were chosen as the fundamental parameters. Within the project, there are 

twelve parameters involved and all of them are shown in the Table 4. 

Table 4 

Parameters Units Dimensional analysis 

𝑚 𝑘𝑔 [𝑚1𝑙0𝑡0] 
𝑅 𝑚 [𝑚0𝑙1𝑡0] 
𝑇 𝑠 [𝑚0𝑙0𝑡1] 
𝐿 𝑚 [𝑚0𝑙1𝑡0] 
𝑈 𝑚/𝑠 [𝑚0𝑙1𝑡−1] 
𝑎𝑧 𝑚/𝑠2 [𝑚0𝑙1𝑡−2] 
𝑈𝑝 𝑚/𝑠 [𝑚0𝑙1𝑡−1] 

𝜃𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ 𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑠 [𝑚0𝑙0𝑡0] 

𝜃𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑙 𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑠 [𝑚0𝑙0𝑡0] 
𝜌 𝑘𝑔/𝑚3 [𝑚1𝑙−3𝑡0] 

𝐼𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ 𝑘𝑔 ∙ 𝑚2 [𝑚1𝑙2𝑡0] 

𝐼𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑙 𝑘𝑔 ∙ 𝑚2 [𝑚1𝑙2𝑡0] 
 

Since in our system, mass, length, and time are all related to the system dynamics, these three 

parameters were chosen as repeating parameters and the remaining parameters can form nine 

dimensionless Pi group according to Buckingham [1914]. The rest of the parameters written in 

terms of fundamental quantities are shown in Table 5.  

Table 5 

𝚷 group Descriptions 

𝜋1 =
𝑅

𝐿
 Non-dimensional wheel radius 

𝜋2 =
𝑈 ∙ 𝑇

𝐿
, 𝜋3 =

𝑈𝑝 ∙ 𝑇

𝐿
 

Non-dimensional vehicle and actuator 

pushing speeds 

𝜋4 =
𝑎𝑧 ∙ 𝑇

2

𝐿
 

Non-dimensional vehicle vertical 

acceleration 

𝜋5 =
𝜌 ∙ 𝐿3

𝑚
 Non-dimensional vehicle density 

𝜋6 = 𝜃𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ, 𝜋7 = 𝜃𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑙 
Non-dimensional angular displacement in 

pitch and roll direction 

𝜋8 =
𝐼𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ

𝑚 ∙ 𝐿2
, 𝜋9 =

𝐼𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑙
𝑚 ∙ 𝐿2

 
Non-dimensional moment of inertia in pitch 

and roll direction 
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 The wheel size of full scale forwarder 

The length of the full scale forwarder and down-scaled forwarder are fixed. The tire size of the 

created forwarder is calculated by equalizing the Π groups corresponding to the scaled forwarder 

and the full-scale one.  

 

 (
𝑅

𝐿
)𝐹𝑢𝑙𝑙 = (

𝑅

𝐿
)𝑆𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑑 (23) 

 
𝑅

6
=
0,13

1,2
 

 

𝑅𝐹𝑢𝑙𝑙 = 0,65𝑚 
 

The actual tire radius of the real forwarder is approximately 0,74m and it does not match the 

created one. In this case, there is an incomplete similarity and the influence is discussed in detail 

in the Conclusion chapter.  

 

 

 Mass of the full scale forwarder 

The mass of the down-scaled prototype is 46𝑘𝑔 and the density is one third of the real one since 

the material was changed [Norder and Sandegård, 2015]. Using the Π group corresponding to the 

forwarder density in Table 5, the mass of full scale forwarder is calculated as follows: 

 (
𝜌 ∙ 𝐿3

𝑚
)𝐹𝑢𝑙𝑙 = (

𝜌 ∙ 𝐿3

𝑚
)𝑆𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑑 (24) 

 

(
3𝐿3

𝑚
)𝐹𝑢𝑙𝑙 = (

𝐿3

𝑚
)𝑆𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑑 

 

(
3 ∙ 63

𝑚
)𝐹𝑢𝑙𝑙 = (

1,23

46
)𝑆𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑑 

 

𝑚𝐹𝑢𝑙𝑙 = 17250𝑘𝑔 
 

According to the data given by Skogforsk, the total mass of the real forwarder is 16962𝑘𝑔. In 

this case, the circumstance can be understood that the full scale forwarder has a 288𝑘𝑔 payload. 

 

 Pushing speed of the actuator on the full scale forwarder  

The pushing speed of the linear actuator in the down-scaled forwarder is 15𝑚𝑚/𝑠, according to 

Norder and Sandegård [2015]. Based on Table 5, the pushing speed can be calculated in the 

following equations. 

 

 (
𝑈𝑝 ∙ 𝑇

𝐿
)𝐹𝑢𝑙𝑙 = (

𝑈𝑝 ∙ 𝑇

𝐿
)𝑆𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑑 (25) 

(𝑇)𝐹𝑢𝑙𝑙 = (𝑇)𝑆𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑑 (𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑑) 

 (𝑈𝑝)𝐹𝑢𝑙𝑙 =
𝐿𝐹𝑢𝑙𝑙
𝐿𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑑

∙ (𝑈𝑝)𝑆𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑑 = 75𝑚𝑚/𝑠 (26) 
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However, based on the data given by Skogforsk, the common pushing speed of the cylinder is 

below 0,3𝑚/𝑠 in the real test. In this case, there are three options that can be chosen. 

 

The first option is to set the time as twice the original time, thus changin the vehicle velocity and 

vertical acceleration of the scaled forwarder.  

 

 
𝑇𝐹𝑢𝑙𝑙
𝑇𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑑

= 2 (27) 

 

 (𝑈𝑝)𝐹𝑢𝑙𝑙 =
2𝐿𝐹𝑢𝑙𝑙
𝐿𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑑

∙ (𝑈𝑝)𝑆𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑑 = 150𝑚𝑚/𝑠 
(28) 

 

So the velocity and acceleration are calculated below. 

 

  
 

(
𝑈 ∙ 𝑇

𝐿
)𝐹𝑢𝑙𝑙 = (

𝑈 ∙ 𝑇

𝐿
)𝑆𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑑 (29) 

 

 𝑈𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑑 = 𝑈𝐹𝑢𝑙𝑙 ∙
𝐿𝑆𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑑
𝐿𝐹𝑢𝑙𝑙

∙
𝑇𝑆𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑑
𝑇𝐹𝑢𝑙𝑙

= 0,05𝑚/𝑠 (30) 

 

 (
𝑎𝑧 ∙ 𝑇

2

𝐿
)𝐹𝑢𝑙𝑙 = (

𝑎𝑧 ∙ 𝑇
2

𝐿
)𝑆𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑑 (31) 

 

 𝑎𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑑 = 𝑎𝐹𝑢𝑙𝑙 ∙
𝐿𝑆𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑑
𝐿𝐹𝑢𝑙𝑙

∙ (
𝑇𝑆𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑑
𝑇𝐹𝑢𝑙𝑙

)
2

=
𝑎𝐹𝑢𝑙𝑙
20

 (32) 

 

The second option is to set the time as three times of the original time, and the vehicle velocity 

and vertical acceleration of the scaled forwarder are both changed as:  

 
𝑇𝐹𝑢𝑙𝑙
𝑇𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑑

= 3 (33) 

 

 (𝑈𝑝)𝐹𝑢𝑙𝑙 =
3𝐿𝐹𝑢𝑙𝑙
𝐿𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑑

∙ (𝑈𝑝)𝑆𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑑 = 225𝑚𝑚/𝑠 (34) 

So the velocity and acceleration are calculated below. 

 

 (
𝑈 ∙ 𝑇

𝐿
)𝐹𝑢𝑙𝑙 = (

𝑈 ∙ 𝑇

𝐿
)𝑆𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑑 (35) 

 

 𝑈𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑑 = 𝑈𝐹𝑢𝑙𝑙 ∙
𝐿𝑆𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑑
𝐿𝐹𝑢𝑙𝑙

∙
𝑇𝑆𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑑
𝑇𝐹𝑢𝑙𝑙

= 0,033𝑚/𝑠 (36) 

 

 (
𝑎𝑧 ∙ 𝑇

2

𝐿
)𝐹𝑢𝑙𝑙 = (

𝑎𝑧 ∙ 𝑇
2

𝐿
)𝑆𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑑 (37) 

 

 𝑎𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑑 = 𝑎𝐹𝑢𝑙𝑙 ∙
𝐿𝑆𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑑
𝐿𝐹𝑢𝑙𝑙

∙ (
𝑇𝑆𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑑
𝑇𝐹𝑢𝑙𝑙

)
2

=
𝑎𝐹𝑢𝑙𝑙
45

 (38) 
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The third option is to set the time as four times of the original time, and the vehicle velocity and 

vertical acceleration of the scaled forwarder are both changed as:  

 
𝑇𝐹𝑢𝑙𝑙
𝑇𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑑

= 4 (39) 

 

 (𝑈𝑝)𝐹𝑢𝑙𝑙 =
4𝐿𝐹𝑢𝑙𝑙
𝐿𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑑

∙ (𝑈𝑝)𝑆𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑑 = 300𝑚𝑚/𝑠 (40) 

 

So the velocity and acceleration are: 

 

 (
𝑈 ∙ 𝑇

𝐿
)𝐹𝑢𝑙𝑙 = (

𝑈 ∙ 𝑇

𝐿
)𝑆𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑑 (41) 

 

 𝑈𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑑 = 𝑈𝐹𝑢𝑙𝑙 ∙
𝐿𝑆𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑑
𝐿𝐹𝑢𝑙𝑙

∙
𝑇𝑆𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑑
𝑇𝐹𝑢𝑙𝑙

= 0,025𝑚/𝑠 (42) 

 

 (
𝑎𝑧 ∙ 𝑇

2

𝐿
)𝐹𝑢𝑙𝑙 = (

𝑎𝑧 ∙ 𝑇
2

𝐿
)𝑆𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑑 (43) 

 

 𝑎𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑑 = 𝑎𝐹𝑢𝑙𝑙 ∙
𝐿𝑆𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑑
𝐿𝐹𝑢𝑙𝑙

∙ (
𝑇𝑆𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑑
𝑇𝐹𝑢𝑙𝑙

)
2

=
𝑎𝐹𝑢𝑙𝑙
80

 (44) 

 

These three options were considered during the test and within the test and result chapters there 

is a detailed discussion about them. 

 

 

After the verification, it is clear that during the test, the down-scaled forwarder is dynamically 

similar to a full scale forwarder which has wheels with a 0,65𝑚 radius and with a payload 

of 288𝑘𝑔. The analysis of the difference between this created forwarder and the real one is 

presented in the Conclusion chapter. 
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4 RESULT  

In the results chapter, the results that were obtained with the methods described in the method 

chapter are compiled, analyzed and compared with the existing knowledge and theory presented 

in the frame of reference chapter.   

During the discussion about the application of the Buckingham Pi Theorem, there were three 

methods presented and the first method in which the time factor was set as 2, the equivalent 

pushing speed can be 150𝑚𝑚/𝑠. Due to the consideration about the risk that the forwarder 

cannot pass the bumps when the velocity was too slow, the first method was chosen. 

 

The test was conducted plenty of times to test the performance of the down-scaled forwarder 

with and without a control system. These tests were recoded and uploaded to the internet. The 

link can be found in APPENDIX F, while the data were collected during the whole test period.  

 

The real average velocity during the test was 0,06𝑚/𝑠 and the real pushing speed of the electric 

linear actuator was 13mm/s instead of the data sheet speed 15mm/s. The result for the pitch 

angle during the test without control system is shown in Figure 44, while the result of roll angle 

result without control system is shown in Figure 45. 

 

 

Figure 44. The pitch angle result 

 

 

Figure 45. The roll angle results 

 

There were two purposes for the test without control system. The first and the foremost goal was 

to evaluate the simulation model created in SimMechanics. By comparing the results of the 

simulation model and the real test, it is possible to clarify the feasibility of the simulation model. 

A comparison of these two results are shown in Figure 46 and Figure 47. 
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Figure 46. Comparison of pitch angle 

 

Figure 47. Comparison of roll angle 

The angle changes of pitch and roll in the simulation model were similar to the results from the 

physical test. Since the simulation model is a totally rigid body and the real down-scaled 

forwarder was rather flexible, the result cannot be exactly the same. But, based on the similarity 

of these two figures, the a reasonable consequence of the comparison is that the simulation 

model was validated and trustful. Therefore, a control system which involved fuzzy logic control 

strategy was developed by leveling the angle of pitch and roll during the test. It is hard to collect 

data with the control system because the small vibrations caused by the control system interfered 

with the sensor and the data collected at that circumstance could not be trusted. However, the 

video of several tests were made and uploaded on the internet and the web links can be found in 

APPENDIX F. 

 

Except the useful results, there were several emergences during the test. The first problem was 

that the structure of the forwarder prototype was really loose after a few tests.  The joint between 

the suspension system and the main frame was only fixed by two screws instead of the preferred 

two through-holes with bolts and nuts, which reduced the stability of the structure.  
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Another problem was that the mounting the wheel and shaft was quite unstable. The wheel was 

only stuck on the shaft and the key which was loose after a test period, resulting in vibrations and 

shock all the time. Since there was no enough time to design a new kind of mounting method and 

implement it, this part will only be discussed later in the future work chapter.   

 

The second observed problem in the test was that the forwarder prototype was too flexible. The 

two center joints and the joints which connect suspension system were both the cause for this 

flexibility. Solutions for these two positions were introduced later.  
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5 CONCLUSIONS 

The conclusions that the author have drawn during the Master of Science thesis are presented in 

this chapter. The conclusions are based on the analysis of the results with the intention to answer 

the formulation of questions that is presented in Chapter 1.  

 

5.1  Performance of suspension system 
 

As discussed above, the real pushing speed of the linear actuator was 13mm/s. In this case, the 

equivalent pushing speed of the full scale forwarder is calculated as below. 

 

 (𝛱2) 𝐹𝑢𝑙𝑙 = (𝛱2) 𝑆𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑑 (45) 

 

 (
𝑈 ∙ 𝑇

𝐿
) 
𝐹𝑢𝑙𝑙

= (
𝑈 ∙ 𝑇

𝐿
) 
𝑆𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑑

 (46) 

 

 
𝑇𝑆𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑑
𝑇𝐹𝑢𝑙𝑙

=
𝑈𝐹𝑢𝑙𝑙
𝑈𝑆𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑑

∙
𝐿𝑆𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑑
𝐿𝐹𝑢𝑙𝑙

=
0.5

0.06
∙
1

5
=
5

3
 (47) 

 

 (𝑈𝑝)𝐹𝑢𝑙𝑙−𝐸𝑞𝑢 =
𝐿𝐹𝑢𝑙𝑙
𝐿𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑑

∙ (𝑈𝑝)𝑆𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑑 ∙
𝑇𝑆𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑑
𝑇𝐹𝑢𝑙𝑙

= 108.3mm/s (48) 

 

During the test of the real XT28 forwarder, the cylinder position was sensed and the data was 

transformed into Matlab. By the help of a differential function the pushing speed of cylinder was 

computed and the result is shown in Figure 48. 

 

Figure 48. The react speed of the full-scale suspension actuator 
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According to the Figure 48, even though the maximum pushing speed is 0,5𝑚/𝑠, the practical 

speed, most of the time, was smaller than ±200𝑚𝑚/𝑠. However, since the equivalent pushing 

speed of the full scale forwarder was only 108.3mm/s, it is obvious that the ability of the 

control system and the performance of the suspension system were both limited. This 

consequence implies that a better performance could be achieved with faster linear actuators. A 

linear actuator with a pushing speed of 30mm/s will represent the most of the functions of the 

real hydraulic cylinder and a linear actuator with 45mm/s can cover the total ability of the real 

linear actuator. 

 

 

 

5.2 Refinement of the structure 
 
Several problems emerged during the tests and one of them was that two steering joints were 

rather flexible when passing the test track. A small relative rotation between these three main 

parts in pitch and roll direction were detected. First of all, the joint on the real forwarder is much 

more rigid and the rotation in the yaw direction is the only available rotation. Therefore, the 

structure of the down-scaled forwarder was not a perfect replica of the full scale one. 

Furthermore, the simulation model in SimMechanics was created as a rigid body during the test. 

If the down-scaled prototype is not a rigid body, it would be meaningless to compare the results 

from the simulation and the real test and it would not be possible to know whether the simulation 

model was correct or not due to the different characteristics of the simulation model and the real 

prototype. Consequently, a refinement was accomplished to fix the joints. 

 

The method was to manufacture several aluminum bars as the torsion bar for the joints. The 

steering ability was sacrificed after the torsion bars were assembled but since there is no need to 

turn direction during the test, fixing the joints was an available solution. There were three sizes 

of torsion bars designed for the refinement, since the upper part and flank sides were both needed 

to be fixed, while the front frame was higher than the middle frame so the third size was required 

as well. These three kinds of torsion bars are shown in Figure 49, Figure 50, and Figure 51.  

 

 

Figure 49. Torsion bar 1 
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Figure 50. Torsion bar 2 

 

Figure 51. Torsion bar 3 

Another problem was that it is hard to fix the joints between six pendulum arm suspension 

modules and the frame module. The joints mentioned allow a relative rotation between 

pendulum suspension modules and the frame module which can absorb vibration and affect the 

test result as well. The refinement of this was to drill two more holes to make the original holes 

as through-holes and utilize nuts and washers to fix the joints. However due to the structure 

restriction at the front frame, countersunk holes were needed which required further processing. 

In this case the joint refinements were only achieved on the two middle pendulum arms and the 

two rear pendulum arms. The old joint is shown in Figure 52. 

 

 

Figure 52. Original design 
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During the design of the new joints, an emergency was that there was no such long M4 bolt. The 

solution to this problem was to cut the worm with M4 and to apply nuts and washers at both 

sides. The new joint design is shown in Figure 53. 

 

 

Figure 53. Refined design 

 

 

 

 

   

5.3 Influence from wheel size  
 

As mentioned above, due to the fact that the wheel size of the equivalent full scale forwarder is 

different from the wheel size of the real forwarder, the influence from switching to bigger wheels 

are discussed in this section. 

 

5.3.1 About acceleration 
 

Even though the vertical acceleration is not a deliverable for the project, the influence on the 

acceleration is still to be investigated. As mentioned previously, the full-scale dynamically 

similar forwarder of the down-scaled one has wheels with a radius of  0,65𝑚 . But the real 

forwarder has six wheels with the radius of 0,74𝑚. Since this incomplete similarity, the research 

on how the wheel affects the suspension performance during the test is required and the situation 

in the real forwarder can be predicted.  

 

According to Shim Restackor [2016], the situation that the wheel passes the bump can be 

analyzed in Figure 54 

 

 

Figure 54. The sketch of passing the bump 
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Within the left picture, the mathematical relation can be written as below. 

 

 𝑦0 = 𝑟 − 𝑌 (49) 

 

 𝑟2 = 𝑥0
2 + 𝑦0

2 ⇒ 𝑥0 = √𝑟2 − 𝑦02 (50) 

 

For the right picture, find y at time t: 

 

 𝑥 = 𝑥0 − 𝑣𝑡 (51) 

 

 𝑟2 = 𝑥2 + 𝑦2 ⇒ 𝑦 = √𝑟2 − 𝑥2 (52) 

 

 𝑦 = √𝑟2 − (𝑥0 − 𝑣𝑡)2 (53) 

 

 ∴ 𝑎𝑧 =
𝑑2𝑦

𝑑𝑡2
 (54) 

 

The value of 𝑦 is shown in the equation above. The acceleration in vertical direction is the 

second derivative of the value of y, which can be computed in Matlab. The height of bumps in 

the Matlab calculation was 15𝑚𝑚 and the velocity was 0,1𝑚/𝑠. What’s more, there were three 

radii chosen, the real wheel radius 0,74𝑚, the full-scale radius 0,65𝑚, and a smaller radius 

of 0,5𝑚. The absolute values of the vertical acceleration when passing the bump are shown in 

Figure 55. 

 

 

Figure 55. The acceleration results 
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According to Figure 55, it is apparent that a bigger wheel has a smaller acceleration. It is clear 

that since the real forwarder has bigger wheels than the full-scale dynamically similar forwarder, 

the real acceleration would be smaller than the test results if the control strategy could be applied 

on the real forwarder. 

 

5.3.2 About the react speed of suspension system 
 

When the wheel contacts the bump, as shown in Figure 56, the total rotation radius of the 

suspension system is related to the length of the pendulum arm and the radius of the wheel. For 

the same suspension system, a bigger wheel means a larger radius. Therefore, for the same 

distance, from the bottom of the bump to the top, the required rotating angle of the pendulum 

arm should be smaller, which means the suspension system can have a lower reaction speed if 

there is a bigger wheel.  

 

 

Figure 56. The geometric sketch of the wheel and bump 
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6 DISCUSSION & FUTURE WORK  

A discussion of the results that the authors have drawn during the Master of Science thesis are 

presented in this chapter. The possible research direction of future work in this field are 

described as well. 

 

6.1 Discussion 

The discussion of the project is presented in this section 

 

6.1.1 FEA of the bump  

The FEA simulation can be regarded as a good indication of the equivalent stresses and the 

deformation of the different bumps with the force application on three different faces. However, 

the results from Ansys cannot be totally trusted. Because the working method of Ansys is using 

meshes to divide the whole element into thousands of parts, but the attention must be paid on the 

method how the software divide it and sometimes the mesh will have problem. For example, the 

mesh concentrate on the position where is just a straight line while the corner part doesn’t have 

the concentrated mesh, which means the stress concentration will happen on the place where it 

should not have happened. Within the FEA in this project, the equivalent stress was far away 

from the yield strength of aluminum which is enough safe, but the simulation results of different 

analysis may not be the real stress situation.  

 

6.1.2 Surface roughness of the test track 

The test track was made up of aluminum plates with the common surface roughness. However, 

during the test, there were several times that the forwarder slipped on the test track. Sometimes 

the forwarder was just standing still with spinning wheels, but it also happened that the prototype 

forwarder changed its moving direction and did run off the track. In this case, the friction 

coefficient was not enough under this circumstance which can be improved in the future work. 

 

6.1.3 Difference between CAD model and real prototype 

During manufacturing of the structure refinement elements, the difference between the CAD 

model of the forwarder and the real prototype was found. Some holes should have been through-

holes, and the CAD model was not assembled with the same method as the real prototype. Due 

to this difference, time consumption was increased.  

 

6.1.4 Sensitivity of the sensor 
The sensor used in this project was chosen due to space limitations and the consideration of cost. 

However, since it was not designed for industrial use, it is not sensitive enough to handle the 

angle changes during the test and the value of overshoot was rather large when the acceleration 

was big. 
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6.2 Future work 
  

The discussion of the project is presented in this section 

 

6.2.1 Structure refinement 

There are several improvements needed of the mechanical design of the down-scaled forwarder 

prototype as future work. A new design is required to fix the wheel and the shaft instead of just 

sticking them together, in which a flange plate may be an option. What’s more, as mentioned 

before, the new fixed design of the suspension and the main frame was applied on the rear and 

middle wheels, but this solution is not possible for the front wheels due to space limitations. So, 

new plug-in holes are required. Furthermore, the friction coefficient of the surface of the bump 

should be increased to created more propulsion force for the forwarder prototype. It can both be 

glued friction material on the surface and an increased surface roughness to handle the problem. 

 

 

6.2.2 Control system 

For the control system, a new acceleration and angle change sensor can be applied on the 

forwarder to improvement the control performance. A part of the vibrations during the test was 

derived from the attempt to self-align to keep level. With a better sensor, the vibration can be 

reduced into a smaller range. Furthermore, the logic function loop of the control system may be 

improved to achieve better performance. 
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APPENDIX A: MATLAB FOR PUSHING SPEED 

%% Position example script 

  
%% Active dampening 
% Setup Active dampening 
clear all; clc; 
offsetTime = 0.0; 
maxTime = 79.5; 
load('posDataApril26Active'); 
Time = Time - offsetTime; 

  
% Position Active dampening 
figure(1) 
%plot(Time, pos_rightFront_PendulumArm) 
plot(Time, pos_rightFront_PendulumArm, Time, pos_leftFront_PendulumArm, Time, 

pos_rightMid_PendulumArm, Time, pos_leftMid_PendulumArm, Time, 

pos_rightBack_pendulumArm, Time, pos_leftBack_PendulumArm); 
legend('Pos FR', 'Pos FL', 'Pos MR', 'Pos ML', 'Pos BR', 'Pos BL') 
%legend('Pos FR') 
title('Active damping') 
xlabel('Time [s]') 
ylabel('Stroke [mm]') 
grid ON 
xlim([-5 maxTime]) 

  
[v_rf]=numerical_derivatives(pos_rightFront_PendulumArm,Time); 
v_rf = [0; v_rf; 0]; 
[v_lf]=numerical_derivatives(pos_leftFront_PendulumArm,Time); 
v_lf = [0; v_lf; 0]; 
[v_rm]=numerical_derivatives(pos_rightMid_PendulumArm,Time); 
v_rm = [0; v_rm; 0]; 
[v_lm]=numerical_derivatives(pos_leftMid_PendulumArm,Time); 
v_lm = [0; v_lm; 0]; 
[v_rb]=numerical_derivatives(pos_rightBack_pendulumArm,Time); 
v_rb = [0; v_rb; 0]; 
[v_lb]=numerical_derivatives(pos_leftBack_PendulumArm,Time); 
v_lb = [0; v_lb; 0]; 

  
V_rf = sgolayfilt(v_rf,3,101); 
V_lf = sgolayfilt(v_lf,3,101); 
V_rm = sgolayfilt(v_rm,3,101); 
V_lm = sgolayfilt(v_lm,3,101); 
V_rb = sgolayfilt(v_rb,3,101); 
V_lb = sgolayfilt(v_lb,3,101); 
figure(2) 
%plot(Time, V_rf) 
plot(Time, V_rf,Time,V_lf,Time,V_rm,Time, V_lm, Time, V_rb, Time, V_lb) 
xlim([-5 maxTime]) 
%legend('Vel RF') 
title('The pushing speed of full scale forwarder cylinder') 
legend('Vel RF','Vel LF','Vel RM','Vel LM','Vel RB','Vel LB') 
xlabel('Time [s]') 
ylabel('Pushing speed [mm/s]') 
grid ON 

  
V_rf = V_rf/5; 
V_lf = V_lf/5; 
V_rm = V_rm/5; 
V_lm = V_lm/5; 
V_rb = V_rb/5; 
V_lb = V_lb/5; 
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figure(3) 
%plot(Time, V_rf) 
plot(Time, V_rf,Time,V_lf,Time,V_rm,Time, V_lm, Time, V_rb, Time, V_lb) 
xlim([-5 maxTime]) 
%legend('Vel RF') 
title('The pushing speed of down-scaled forwarder cylinder') 
legend('Vel RF','Vel LF','Vel RM','Vel LM','Vel RB','Vel LB') 
xlabel('Time [s]') 
ylabel('Pushing speed [mm/s]') 
grid ON 
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APPENDIX B: DATA SHEET FOR MOTOR 
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APPENDIX C: DATA SHEET FOR ACTUATOR  
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APPENDIX D: DATA SHEET FOR ESCON  
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APPENDIX E: DATA SHEET FOR GEARHEAD  

MAXON - Planetary Gearhead GP 42 C Ø42 mm, 3 - 15 Nm, Ceramic Version 
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APPENDIX F: WEBSITE OF TEST VIDEO  

Video 1: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tClDEC51EDA 

Video 2: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fiIH1g338xI 

Video 3: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NswMh1sdzxs 

Video 4: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YBMHGrialOg 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tClDEC51EDA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fiIH1g338xI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NswMh1sdzxs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YBMHGrialOg

